
Discerning the Times 

Part 2 

 
F. du Toit 

1 Chronicles 12:32 

“From the tribe of Issachar there were 200 leaders of the tribe with their 

relatives. All these men understood the signs of the times and knew the best 

course for Israel to take.” 

Has the western world been deceived to use a different timing device? The 

forefathers of our faith had been skilled in recognising the seasons, and times 

for a king to be born, by looking up into the night sky.  David writes that the 

heavens declare the glory of the Most High God. In the modern cities of our 

day we hardly see any stars. It is only when you wander into remote places 

that the magnificence of the night sky takes your breath away.  I believe that to 

discern the times is crucial for those involved in spiritual warfare. This is a 

division overlooked or ignored for too long. May this study serve those who 

are called to enter this domain.   
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1. Julius Caesar – Flamen Dialis 
 

For the new Roman calendar they had to add 23 days every few years. This became a 

political ball to play in the hand of the Pontifex Maximus (the high priest or chief 

priest over all the priests of the gods the Romans worshipped). Roman political life 

centred on the annual elections of a pair of consuls, and if the Pontifex Maximus was 

of a different political faction to the current consuls he could ensure their term was 

355 days, while if he was on better term with the consuls he could stretch the year 

out to 378 days.  Already we see the control of time that was given to the Pontifex 

Maximus. 

 

Julius Caesar was Pontifex for 18 years when he decided that the calendar needed to 

be separated from politics and attached to lunar cycles. An interesting fact about 

Julius Caesar (100 – 44 BC) is that he claimed to be the direct descendent of Denaes, 

son of Venus and therefore related to the gods themselves. Julius was appointed to 

the office of Flamen Dialis, or head priest of Jupiter, the chief god of the Romans. 

The father of Jupiter was believed to be Saturn (Cronos, Odin, Father Time, Lucifer).  

The Babylonian god, Marduk was Jupiter of the Romans, Amon of the Egyptians and 

Zeus of the Greeks.   

 

To the Romans Jupiter was the king of the gods. He was the god of the sky and 

thunder. It takes 12 years for Jupiter to orbit the sun. Jupiter is the brightest star for 

about 6 months of a year. Saturn is the father of Jupiter in Roman mythology. The 

temple of Jupiter symbolised the “sovereignty and immortality” of the Roman 

civilization. Venus is the first daughter of Jupiter. Jupiter’s most important title was 

Jupiter Optimus Maximus – meaning the best and greatest. Jupiter was a god of 

light, protector during defeat and giver of victory. 
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It was once believed that Jupiter was in charge of cosmic justice, and in ancient 

Rome, people swore to Jove (another name for Jupiter) in their courts of law. His 

temple was a religious sanctuary in Rome and it was also the centre of political life. 

There official offerings were made, treaties were signed and wars declared. Jupiter 

was also the protector of the ancient league of Latin cities. (crystalinks.com) 

 

Jupiter is Osiris and/or Amen-Ra in the Egyptian culture. (Hmolpedia) 

 

Saturn was a god in ancient Roman religion. He was celebrated during the festival of 

Saturnalia each December; it was the most famous Roman festival, known for its 

time of feasting, role reversals, free speech, gift giving and revelry. Saturn, also 

known as Cronos, was the sun of Uranus (coming from the sky and also known as 

one of the Watchers), and he and Gaia (Mother Earth, or the woman from earth) had 

sexual intercourse, after which the first generation of giants were born: Cronos and 

Rhea were brother and sister. They were the parents of the three male giants and 

three female giants (see the above table). 

 

The focus of this study will remain on Saturn and Jupiter. Julius Caesar, being a priest 

of Jupiter, consequently declared himself a god in the position of Pontifex Maximus. 

He called on his powers to alter times and thus changing the calendar. Saturn and 

Jupiter was worshipped by Julius Caesar in his role as priest, and he saw his position 



as a platform to rule in political arenas and make war. He believed he had the 

authority and power to change time – and he did.  

 

Important: 

When you hear the names of Jupiter and Saturn, you could make the association in 

the natural and spiritual arenas with the following: 

1. Politics and rulership / government 

2. Law and courts 

3. War – treaties, agreements, sanctions, oppression, control over people. 

4. Time – as ruled by the sun and the stars, thus the 12 signs of the zodiac, and 

Ophiuchus (sometimes called the 13th sign of the zodiac). 

 

2. The principal of agreement 

 
There is a principle at work that is true for every man on earth. It is the principle of 

association, or, stated differently, the power released when humans come in 

agreement on a certain matter. Whatever is agreed upon is a manifestation of the 

essence (the substance of your spirit and soul, e.g. what you believe) of two humans, 

and the entity by which they agree upon the matter. 

 

This is what happened when Julius Caesar came in agreement with Jupiter and 

everything Jupiter represented (including Saturn – according to Romans, the god of 

time). Declaring that he is god himself and bringing other humans into a place of 

worship (agreement), made heaven and earth join. What was on the earth could be 

released to the heavens and what was in the heavens could be released unto the 

earth.  

 

Julius Caesar who was on earth, connected (Duat) with Jupiter in the heavens. This is 

covenant talk, and would last for generations to come. Julius Caesar lived until 44 BC. 

If nobody else made such a covenant before him (which I doubt), we know that this 

covenant had lasted at least for the last 2020 years!  This would position Julius 

Caesar as a god, but, in return, take Satan to a higher place above the earth. 

 
This could possibly be the answer to why the cult could function from the stars such 

as Venus, Saturn, and Sirius, etc., if they were cast down to the earth (Revelations 

12). 

 

This principle is explained in the Biblical text as being fundamentally true for 

Christians. 

 

Matt. 18: 19 -20  

“If two of you shall agree on earth about anything that they shall ask for, it shall be 

done for them of my Father which is in heaven. For where two or three gather in my 

name, there am I with them.” 



 

Satan was cast out of heaven after he lost the war. He was send to the earth and the 

sea (Rev. 12). With that, Satan was imprisoned in a capsule of time. Satan no longer 

had unlimited time – scripture indicates that Satan know that he has limited time.  

 

Rev. 12:12 

“Therefore rejoice O heavens and you who dwell in them. Woe to the inhabitant of 

the earth and sea! For the devil has come down to you, having great wrath, because 

he knows that he has a short time.” 

 

 

3. The Sun and Moon rule over the earth 
 

     The Sun and Moon was given authority to rule over the times. 

      Genesis 1:14 -19 

“Then God said: “Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to divide the day 

from the night, and let them be for signs and seasons and for days and years, and let 

them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light on the earth.” And it was 

so. Then God made two great lights, the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light 

to rule the night. He made the stars also. God set them in the firmament of the heavens 

to give light to the earth, and to rule over the day and over the night and to divide the 

light from darkness. And God saw that it was good. 

       The sun, moon and stars would indicate the following: 

A) Weather ( Matt 16:2,3) 

B) Be a testimony to God (Ps 8:19, Rom. 1:14-20) 

C) Indicate divine judgment (Joël 2:30-31, Matt. 24:29) 

D) Help with navigation (Matt. 2:1,2) 

E) Govern the day and night as a basic unit of time (Genesis 1:14-19) 

 

4. God forbid the worship of celestial bodies 

2 Kings 17:16-18 

“So they left all the commandments of the Lord their God… and worshipped all the hosts of 

heaven and served Baal. Therefore the Lord was very angry, there was none left but the tribe of 

Judah alone.” 

Deut. 4:19 and 17:3 

“And take heed lest you lift up your eyes to heaven, and when you see the sun, the moon and 

the stars, all the hosts of heaven, you feel driven to worship them and serve them, which the 

Lord your God has given to all the people under the whole heaven as a heritage.” 



The worship of the sun, moon and stars would result in them being rejected by God. It would 

also allow Satan to alter the times of the person who worshipped these heavenly hosts. That 

person would put himself under the rulership, governance, political authority and laws of the 

kingdom of darkness. 

Satan will want to take control over the time-line and life-line (seed-line) of every human 

being. In doing so he will rewrite and alter the God-given destinies and purposes of human 

Spirit-souls. He would usurp their authority and redirect it to be used in his dark kingdom in 

order to establish his dark designs. 
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